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Atomic autoionization in the photo-dissociation of super-
excited deuterated water molecules fragmenting into
D++ O++ D

W. Iskandar,a T.N. Rescigno,a† A.E. Orel,b K.A. Larsen,a,c B. Griffin,a,d D. Call,d , V. Davis,d

B. Jochim, e T. Severt,e J.B. Williams,d I. Ben-Itzhak,e D.S. Slaughter, a and Th. Weber a‡

We present the relaxation dynamics of deuterated water molecules via autoionization, initiated by
the absorption of a 61 eV photon, producing the very rare D++O++D breakup channel. We
employ the COLd Target Recoil Ion Momentum Spectroscopy method to measure the 3D momenta
of the ionic fragments and emitted electrons from the dissociating molecule in coincidence. We
interpret the results using the potential energy surfaces extracted from multi-reference configuration
interaction calculations. The measured particle energy distributions can be related to a super-excited
monocationic state located above the double ionization threshold of D2O. The autoionized electron
energy shows a sharp distribution centered around 0.5 eV, which is a signature of the atomic oxygen
autoionization occurring in the direct and sequential dissociation processes of D2O+∗ at a large
internuclear distance. In this way, an O+ radical fragment and a low-energy electron are created,
both of which can trigger secondary reactions in their environment.

1 Introduction
Detailed insight into elemental light-matter interactions of wa-
ter molecules is not only important to advance fundamental re-
search but also indispensable to drive forward fields as diverse
as radio-biology and astrophysics1,2. This is because water is
very common in nature, and its response to radiation can de-
termine the fate of bio-molecules1 or cause chemical reactions
in planetary atmospheres2. This is especially the case when ex-
cited electronic states are populated and low-energy electrons are
generated throughout the dissociation process. Such low-energy
electrons can trigger secondary reactions, e.g., dissociative elec-
tron attachment to neighboring DNA molecules which can cause
(double) strand breakage3. While water has been studied ex-
tensively in the past, the observation of radical atoms, ions and
electrons formed after photoionization and excitation as well as
the identification of all relaxation steps in the subsequent single-
or multi-step dissociation process leading to those fragments is
still a challenge for theory and experiment alike.

Single-photon double ionization of water is generally followed
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by the fragmentation of the dication. Non-dissociative water di-
cations have never been observed; only fragments of the dica-
tion have been detected. These fragments can be produced via
direct double ionization after absorption of the photon4, where
two electrons are emitted simultaneously, or via indirect double
ionization (IDI) processes, in which electrons are expelled during
subsequent dissociation steps4,5. The latter fragmentation routes
have been the subject of various highly differential investigations
in the past. Prior results on the photo-double ionization (PDI)
of H2O using photon energies of 43 eV identified a sequential
fragmentation process which included autoionization5. In this
sequence, the neutral water molecules were first singly ionized
and simultaneously excited, before they subsequently dissociated
into a proton and an autoionizing OH∗ fragment, which eventu-
ally lead to the detected H++ OH+ products. More recent stud-
ies targeted the PDI of H2O at a higher photon energy of around
57 eV4. The same molecular autoionization pathway as in Sann et
al.5, which lead to the two-body fragmentation H++ OH+, while
producing an autoionized electron of near-zero energy, was iden-
tified and played a major part in the PDI. The latter study also
investigated the three-body fragmentation channel H++ H++ O,
but no traces of autoionization were found to contribute to this
breakup. Due to the limited statistics in this experiment, which
is prohibitive of (highly-) differential studies, the H++ O++ H
breakup channel was not identified and could not be investigated.

In the present state-selective highly-differential investigation of
the PDI of D2O molecules, using single photons with 61 eV, we
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now identify and trace two competing reaction processes lead-
ing to the rare D++ O++ D three-body breakup of this triatomic
molecule. This fragmentation route originates from an excited
D2O+∗ monocation whose internal energy exceeds the double
ionization potential, i.e. it resides in the D2O2+ continuum. This
intermediate super-excited state of the deuterated water molecu-
lar ion is highly unstable and decays through atomic O∗ autoion-
ization, while having the potential to produce a very low-energy
electron at large internuclear distances. These slow electrons are
then able to initiate (i.a., harmful) secondary reactions in the lo-
cal environment. In this process, the water monocation can dis-
sociate directly or sequentially, which we can distinguish exper-
imentally and trace with the help of Multi Reference Configura-
tion Interaction (MRCI) calculations. Moreover, the branching ra-
tios of these different dissociation pathways can be determined,
while additional experimental insights are made by employing
the native-frames analysis6,7 and performing Monte-Carlo simu-
lations.

2 Experiment
The experiments were performed at the undulator beamline
10.0.1.3 of the Advanced Light Source (ALS) at Lawrence Berke-
ley National Laboratory (LBNL) using linearly-polarized photons
of 61.0 eV to investigate the fragmentation dynamics of D2O
molecules. The photon energy resolution was set to approxi-
mately 200 meV using the 10.0.1 monochromator8. As the frag-
mentation channel of interest is very rare, the photon energy of
61.0 eV was chosen to be near the maximum of the PDI cross
section of D2O. For this photon energy, electrons with kinetic en-
ergies of up to 30 eV are generated and detected with full solid
angle and adequate energy resolution (∆E/E ≈ 0.1). In our ex-
periment the electron sum energy is greater than 5 eV, which is
helpful in utilizing a large region of the 3D electron pair detection
phase space, minimizing losses due to the electron-pair detector
dead-time9.

The experimental setup was similar to the one described in
Ref.4. In brief, a supersonic gas jet consisting of preheated D2O
vapour with a stagnation pressure of 2 bar was formed by heat-
ing the nozzle, the gas line, and the D2O reservoir to tempera-
tures of 125◦C, 115◦C, and 105◦C, respectively. The supersonic
gas jet was collimated laterally by a set of two skimmers (of 0.3
and 0.5 mm orifice diameters) and was then crossed with the
photon beam inside the 3D momentum particle imaging spec-
trometer of a reaction microscope, a.k.a. COLd Target Recoil Ion
Momentum Spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) apparatus10–12. A static
electric field of 12.2 V/cm and a parallel magnetic field of 10.2 G
guided electrons and ions to two micro-channel plate detectors,
each equipped with delay line readout9,13, which were located at
the opposite ends of the spectrometer. Electrons of up to 30 eV
and ionic fragments of up to 22 eV could be collected with 4π

solid angle.
The time-of-flight (TOF) and position-of-impact (POI) of two

ionic fragments and two electrons were detected in coincidence
and processed in an intricate offline analysis, which included
the cleaning, sorting, and calibrating of the list-mode file data.
The data-set was reduced to coincidence events containing two

cations plus two electrons via placing software restrictions on
the PhotoIon-PhotoIon Coincidence (PIPICO) TOF spectra and
the electron-ion energy correlation diagrams. Employing D2O as
a target molecule enabled us to distinguish between PDI events
from any residual H2O background present in the vacuum cham-
ber (≈ 1.2 ×10−8 Torr) and the supersonic gas jet in the PIPICO
TOF spectrum (not shown here). Moreover, the electric extraction
field and spectrometer geometry were optimized to ensure that
there was no overlap between the D+ + O+ + D channel and
the neighboring OH+ + D and OD+ + D+ two-body breakups
in the PIPICO TOF spectrum, and, hence, the reaction channel
of interest could be well isolated for further analysis. The 3D
momentum vectors of the ions and electrons were calculated us-
ing the recorded POIs and TOFs of the respective particles. The
momenta of the neutral fragments were then deduced using mo-
mentum conservation. The electron energy resolution ∆E/E is
on the order of 10%. The average momentum resolution of O+

ions is about ±1.9 a.u., while the resolution of D+ ions is around
±0.7 a.u. As the derived momentum of the neutral D fragment is
only on the order of 9.3 a.u., its resolution of about ±2.3 a.u. has
a large impact on the corresponding angular distributions in the
lab and molecular frames.

3 Results & Discussion

3.1 Electron & Ion Energies

It is generally the case for small molecules that their Vertical Dou-
ble Ionization Potentials (VDIPs) lie above the dissociation limits
corresponding to singly-charged fragments. This is simply a con-
sequence of the long-range Coulomb repulsion between singly-
charged ions, which results in barriers to direct dissociation on
the potential surfaces of molecular dications near the Franck-
Condon region. This in turn leads to the possibility of populat-
ing metastable singly-charged ions by one-photon ionization at
energies, generally below the ground-state of the dication, but
above the asymptotic dissociation energies of the charged frag-
ments. Consequently, IDI can then be the result of the autoioniza-
tion of a neutral fragment at large internuclear separations where
the excited monocation state crosses into the electron + dication
continuum. This process was first observed in water by Wink-
oun et al.14 and subsequently in other molecules including CO15,
O2

16, and H2S17. In the following we identify, isolate, and quan-
tify such a super-excited state in the IDI of water molecules upon
single-photon absorption (61 eV).

3.1.1 Experimental Results

We present the measured yield of the D++ O++ D breakup after
PDI of deuterated water molecules at 61 eV as a function of the
Kinetic Energy Release (KER) and the kinetic energy Ee1 and Ee2

of either emitted electron e1 and e2 in Fig. 1(a). This electron-ion
energy-correlation map probes the potential energy surface (PES)
as it correlates the vertical transition after photoabsorption in
the Franck-Condon (FC) region with the dissociation limit (KER)
of the molecule (according to: hν= Ee1 + Ee2 + KER+ VDIP). The
diagonal line marks the maximum available excess energy of
the experiment constrained by energy conservation (hν-VD2O −
IPD − IPO = 24.268 eV, where VD2O = 9.512 eV is the dissocia-
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Fig. 1 (a) Photo-double ionization (PDI) yield of the D++O++D breakup as a function of the kinetic energy release (KER) and the kinetic energy of
either emitted electron, showing the direct double ionization (region A) and the autoionization contribution (regions B). The diagonal line indicates the
boundary of the region of valid events constrained by energy conservation. (b) Electron energy sharing Ee1/(Ee1+Ee2 ) of the PDI for all events (black
line) and for the autoionization events only (red line) leading to D++O++D, and for the events of the OD++D+ sequential dissociation (purple line)
leading to D++D++O. (c) Kinetic energy of either emitted electron in the PDI of D2O leading to the D++O++D fragmentation channel for the
autoionization process showing the photoelectron eP at high energy and the autoionized electron eA at low energy. The abscissa is broken into two
sections, 0 – 1.5 eV and 5 – 30 eV, to highlight the low-energy autoionized electron (we note that the two intervals use the same binning but are shown
in different aspect). (d) Total kinetic energy (EeP1

+EeP2
+KER) for the direct double ionization of D2O leading to the D++D++O+2 eP breakup

(purple line) and (EeP+EeA+KER) for the autoionization process (black line) leading to the D++O++D+eP+eA breakup. The vertical red dashed
lines indicate the expected energy of each D++O++D dissociation limit and are labeled with the final state of O+. All error bars represent one
standard deviation in the statistical uncertainty.
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tion energy needed to fully atomize D2O, IPD = 13.602 eV, and
IPO = 13.618 eV). Moreover, we can also see how the two emit-
ted electrons e1 and e2 are correlated. We can deduce that there
are two distinct processes leading to the fragmentation channel
under investigation: (A) direct PDI and (B) single ionization plus
excitation followed by autoionization. The two contributions (A)
and (B) are separated according to their available excess energies,
which depend on the photon energy and the ionic states involved.
This can be clearly seen as two distinct features in Fig. 1(a). The
direct double ionization process (A) represents the scenario in
which two electrons e1 and e2, which are indistinguishable, are
emitted simultaneously. Here, the two electrons share their ki-
netic energy continuously, which manifests as the vertical stripe
at KER between ≈5 – 9.5 eV in Fig. 1(a). In the autoionization
process (B), the two electrons are emitted separately in two steps.
In this sequence the photoelectron eP and autoionized electron eA

show no correlation; each electron exhibits its own kinetic energy
distribution in this electron-ion energy map. The electron-ion en-
ergy correlation map exhibits a fast photoelectron (high-energy
diagonal feature) and a slow autoionized electron (narrow low-
energy horizontal feature).

The two contributions (A) and (B) are also visible in the elec-
tron energy sharing Ee1 /(Ee1 + Ee2 ), depicted in Fig. 1(b) as the
black line. The flat contribution ranging from 0 to 1 corresponds
to the direct PDI (A), and the sharp peaks near 0 and 1 repre-
sent the slow autoionized electron and fast photoelectron of the
autoionization process (B), respectively. By gating on these fea-
tures, we are able to separate the two processes and investigate
them, in order to identify the contributing states, the dissociation
limits, and the dissociation pathways leading to the D++ O++ D
fragments. The red line shows the electron energy sharing for
the autoinization process after requiring that one of the electrons
yields a kinetic energy below 1.1 eV. The relative yield ratios be-
tween these two processes are around 76.9% for the direct double
ionization process and 23.1% for the autoionization process with
a relative error of less than 6% each. For comparison we also
show the electron energy sharing leading to the sequential dis-
sociation of the dominating D++ D++ O channel in Fig. 1(b) as
the purple line. In contrast to the D++ O++ D channel, it shows
a flat distribution, i.e., no sign of autoionization processes. We
will make use of this observation later in section 3.1.2, when we
identify the fragmentation process at play.

It is noteworthy to point out that, as the autoionization partly
overlaps with the direct ionization, as seen in Fig. 1(a), the sepa-
ration of the two processes is not perfect. The yield of the autoion-
ization processes is polluted to a degree of around 25% by events
from direct double ionization. This unwanted contribution affects
events with KER between 5 – 9.5 eV. To minimize effects from this
pollution in the analysis of the autoionization processes presented
in this work, we thus selected events with KER < 5 eV for all fol-
lowing experimental spectra except for Fig. 1(a,b,c); comparison
of data with and without this KER gate showed that this restric-
tion did not result in the omission of any characteristic features in
Fig. 1(d) (or in Fig. 4 to Fig. 7, discussed later) but did cause small
shifts in the displayed energy distribution of the photoelectrons in
Fig. 1(c). The investigation of the direct double ionization process

can be found in Ref.18.
The kinetic energies EP and EA of the detected electrons from

the autoionization process are presented in Fig. 1(c). The energy
of the autoionized electron EA is centered around 0.5 eV, and
the corresponding photoelectron energy is centered around 18 eV.
The distribution of the photoelectron energy EP corresponds to an
average VDIP of 43 eV. That implies that the contributing states
of the excited monocation D2O+∗ for the autoionization processes
are located ≈ 4 eV above the double ionization threshold of D2O,
which is around 39 eV19.

Within our resolution, for the autoionized electron, the kinetic
energy EA is represented by a very narrow distribution, which
distinctly peaks at the low value of 0.5 eV. Such a distribution
usually is a signature of atomic autoionization, i.e., the photoex-
cited D2O+∗ ion dissociates into D++ O∗+ D and, subsequently,
the excited O∗ atom autoionizes with an emission of a low-energy
electron eA at large internuclear distances. In order to yield the
measured narrow distribution in kinetic energy of the autoion-
ized electron eA, the autoionization process must be taking place
when the fragments are well separated. Accordingly, a crossing
between the D++ O∗+ D and D++ O++ D PESs is necessary in
order for the autoionization process to be energetically allowed.
Given the measured momenta and assuming Coulomb potentials,
i.e., 1/R potential energy curves (PECs), this crossing point is clas-
sically expected to be around 54 bohr, assuming the D2O+∗ curves
to be flat at long distance.

The total kinetic energy distribution of the system, i.e., the sum
of both electron energies and the KER, is presented in Fig. 1(d).
It reveals that the autoionization process (black line) leading
to D++ O++ D fragments is correlated with a dissociative limit
which is very close to the D++ D++ O(3P) fragmentation limit
(purple line), which is also shown in Fig. 1(d). I.e., our coin-
cidence experiment allows for a direct comparison of the total
energy distributions of the D++ D++ O and D++ O++ D chan-
nel and, thus, enables us to experimentally identify the disso-
ciation limit of the latter. We also see that in contrast to the
D++ O++ D channel driven by autoionization, the D++ D++ O
channel, which is initiated by direct double ionization, reveals
three dissociation limits. We can conclude that the measured to-
tal kinetic energy is correlated with solely the D++ O+(4S)+ D
limit, which is slightly higher than the D++ D++ O(3P) limit by
a few meV20,21. This is well below the next nearest dissociation
asymptote of D++ O+(2D)+ D, which is estimated to be 3.3 eV
higher in potential energy. As discussed in our previous investi-
gation on the PDI of water (see Supplementary Note 2 in Ref.22),
we point out here that the accumulated variance in the measured
total kinetic energy distribution and photon energy, as well as the
uncertainties in the complete dissociation energy of water rec-
ommended by NIST, add up to an estimated tolerance, which is
on the order of the apparent small energy offset in the measured
spectrum shown in Fig. 1(d) with the D++ O+(4S)+ D limit (ver-
tical red dashed line).

In order to identify the electronic state of the excited O∗ frag-
ment before its autoionization, we have calculated the ther-
mochemical thresholds for creating D++ O∗+ D fragments for
several photoexcited oxygen states and present them in Ta-
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Table 1 Dissociation products of the D2O monocation and dication, thermochemical thresholds for the generated products, energy differences with
respect to the lowest dissociation limit D++O+(4S)+D23, and restrictions regarding the atomic transitions between O∗ and O+(4S)

Fragmentation Thermochemical Threshold (eV) Energy Difference (eV) Restrictions
D+(1S)+O(3P)+D+(1S) 36.86 -0.02
D+(1S)+O+(4S)+D(2S) 36.88 0.00
D+(1S)+O∗(2D3p)1P+D(2S) 37.29 0.41 spin-orbit coupling
D+(1S)+O∗(2D3p)3D+D(2S) 37.30 0.42 ∆L forbidden
D+(1S)+O∗(2D3p)3F +D(2S) 37.36 0.48 ∆L forbidden
D+(1S)+O∗(2P3s)3P+D(2S) 37.38 0.50
D+(1S)+O∗(2D3p)1F +D(2S) 37.39 0.51 ∆L forbidden
D+(1S)+O∗(2D3s)1P+D(2S) 37.63 0.75 spin-orbit coupling
D+(1S)+O∗(2D3p)1D+D(2S) 37.72 0.84 ∆L forbidden

ble 1. These are compared to the D++ O+(4S)+ D dissociation
limit (second row). We conclude that the fragmentation into
D+(1S)+ O∗(2P3s)3P+ D(2S) is the most probable intermediate
state in this dissociation. The excited atomic fragment O∗(2P3s)3P
eventually autoionizes to O+(4S)+ e−A by emitting the measured
low-energy (0.5 eV) electron, as shown in Table 1. All other prod-
ucts listed in Table 1 cannot be generated either due to angular
momentum conservation requirements [i.e., they are ∆L forbid-
den according to the selection rules of the atomic transition be-
tween O∗ and O+(4S)] or they demand spin-orbit coupling in the
oxygen fragment, which is very unlikely.

3.1.2 Theoretical Results

In carrying out calculations to aid in the interpretation of the
present experiment, we have been guided by our previous stud-
ies of indirect autoionization in CO24 and H2O5 molecules. By
analogy, we expect to find that single-photon EUV absorption can
produce highly excited molecular monocations that subsequently
dissociate and autoionize. We recall that the electronic config-
uration of neutral water is given as 1a2

1 2a2
1 1b2

2 3a2
1 1b2

1. The
2a1 orbital of water basically resembles the O(2s) shell and has a
binding energy of ≈ 36 eV. Consequently, the removal of an inner-
valence 2a1 electron can produce H2O+ ions with energies only
a few eV below that of the water dication. However, in contrast
to earlier studies5,14, the present experiment measures the pro-
duction of H2O+ well above the water dication threshold, which
points to a scenario more involved than a single 2a1 electron re-
moval. The lowest excited state of water is a 3B1 neutral state,
formed by promoting a 1b1 electron to 4a1, which lies ≈ 7 eV
above the ground-state. The 4a1 orbital has Rydberg O(3s) char-
acter. A one-photon inner-valence excitation-ionization process
that removes a 2a1 electron and simultaneously promotes a 1b1

electron to 4a1 would require ≈ 36+ 7= 43 eV, consistent with
our measurements of photoelectrons with an average energy of
18 eV following the absorption of a 61 eV photon.

To test this hypothesis, we carried out a series of Multi-
Reference Configuration Interaction (MRCI) calculations on
H2O+ and H2O2+ ions for a series of geometries in which the two
OH bonds were symmetrically stretched, keeping the HOH angle
fixed at the equilibrium angle, 104.5◦, of the neutral molecule.
We began with a Self-Consistent Field (SCF) calculation on the
water monocation. To ensure proper dissociation to ground-state
products at infinity [i.e., O+(4S)+ H(2S)+ H(2S)], the SCF calcu-

lation was run in 6A1 symmetry. This was followed by a Com-
plete Active Space (CAS) plus single- and double-excitation Con-
figuration Interaction (CI) procedure, from which state-averaged
natural orbits were extracted, averaging over the three lowest
roots. The final MRCI calculations were performed in 2B1 sym-
metry at the CAS plus singles and doubles level, restricting the
lowest O(1s) orbital to double occupancy and including seven
orbitals in the active space. This generates roughly half a mil-
lion configurations for the CI calculation at each geometry, from
which the lowest 35 roots were computed. The results of these
calculations are shown in Fig. 2.

To gauge the accuracy of the calculations, we note that our
computed vertical energy difference between neutral water and
the lowest 2B1 state of H2O+ is 12.43 eV, compared to the experi-
mental value of 12.62 eV25. Our computed vertical energy differ-
ence between the H2O+ monocation and the lowest 3B1 state of
the water dication is 27.45 eV, which puts the VDIP at 39.88 eV,
i.e. well within the range of measured values5,14,19. The asymp-
totic energies for the O+ H++ H+ and O++ H+ H+ three-body
breakups were extrapolated from the values calculated at an O –
H distance of 20 bohr. They amount to 36.72 eV and 36.5 eV, re-
spectively, which incorrectly places the O+ H+ asymptote 0.22 eV
above the O++ H dissociation limit rather than 0.02 eV below.

At the equilibrium geometry of neutral water, we find a super-
excited monocation state at 5.6 eV above the ground-state of the
dication. Its principal configuration is 2a11b14a1, 2B1, giving
it a mixed inner-valence/Rydberg character. The energy of the
super-excited cation is seen to decrease precipitously as both O –
H bonds are stretched from the initial geometry of neutral water,
dropping below the energy of the dication at O – H1,2= 2.4 bohr.
Numerous crossings among the calculated H2O+ curves can be
seen. To follow the super-excited ionic state through the maze
of other ionic states, we examined the dominant CI coefficients of
the roots at each geometry. We allowed states to cross if there was
little interaction, but followed the adiabatic path otherwise24,26.
When moving away from the Franck-Condon region, the super-
excited state of H2O+ takes on an increasing Rydberg character
and ultimately dissociates into O∗(2P3s)3P + H+ H+. At O-H sep-
arations greater than 20 bohr, the 23B1 dication curve falls off as
1.0/|O-H|. By extrapolating the dication curve, we estimate that
O∗ autoionization, which produces an O+(4S) ion, can occur at
O – H distances greater than 35 bohr (cyan solid line in Fig. 2),
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Fig. 2 Potential curves for the symmetric O –H stretch of H2O+∗ (solid
black curves). The solid cyan line is the calculated diabatic represen-
tation of a super-excited H2O+ cation state with mixed inner-valence
O(2s)/Rydberg character near the geometry of neutral water that corre-
lates with the O∗+H+H+ three-body breakup asymptotically. The solid
red curve is the ground 3B1 state of the water dication, and the broken
red curve is the excited 23B1 state of the dication. The zero of the energy
scale is taken to be the ground-state of the dication at the equilibrium
geometry of water. The dissociation limits of the three-body breakup are
indicated at the right.

i.e., at a somewhat smaller R than the classically expected value
in Sec. 3.1.1. If the calculated super-excited monocation and 23B1

dication curves, the latter dissociating to O+(4S)+ H+ H+, are ex-
trapolated to infinite internuclear distances R, they are found to
be separated by ≈ 0.6 eV, in reasonable agreement with the ob-
served PEC spacing of 0.5 eV at large R, which is reflected by
the kinetic energy of the measured autoionized electron. We per-
formed an electron scattering calculation on isolated O+ ions (not
shown here), in order to estimate the lifetime of the autoion-
izing O∗(3P) state, which appears as a resonance in the elastic
e−+ O+(4S) channel. The resonance is extremely narrow and has
a lifetime of around 25 ps.

The potential energy curves shown in Fig. 2 pertain to a direct
three-body breakup to O∗+ H+ H+. We should point out that al-
though we held the HOH angle fixed at 104.5◦, the excited cation
energy shows a weak dependence on the bond angle, decreasing
as the HOH angle increases (not shown here); we therefore ex-
pect an increase in the HOH angle during the fragmentation pro-
cess or an asymmetric dissociation, with the H+ escaping faster
than the H, to produce a broader angular distribution of products
for this three-body breakup.

We must emphasize that, starting with the initially created
inner-valence/Rydberg excited monocation state, there are other

dissociation paths on the same potential surface that can lead to
the observed three-body final state. Another likely possibility is
a sequential fragmentation, initiated by a fast ejection of H+ fol-
lowed by a subsequent autoionization of OH∗ into O++ H. In the
limiting case, where the OH∗ fragment retains most of the internal
energy as the H+ ion escapes, the breakup could be characterized
as a sequential process involving the OH∗+ H+ two-body breakup
as a first step, followed by the dissociation and the autoionization
of the neutral OH∗ fragment into O++ H.
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Fig. 3 Selected potential energy curves of OH+ and OH∗. The autoion-
izing 2Π state (red solid curve), whose parent ion (dashed blue curve) is
the 33Π state of OH+, can autoionize to the OH+(23Σ−)+ e−A continuum
(dashed black curve) at bond lengths > 5 bohr.

Consistent with the initial creation of an H2O+∗ monoca-
tion state by the excitation-ionization process described above,
we examined autoionizing states of OH* that correlate with
O∗(2P3s)3P+ H, which produce electrons of ≈ 0.5 eV upon au-
toionization. These states must survive for several picoseconds
to produce the observed autoionized electrons. The only parent
ion triplet states of OH+ that dissociate to O+(2P)+ H are the re-
pulsive 33Π and the 13Σ+ states27, which have similar potential
curves. Since our codes cannot handle non-Abelian symmetries,
we carried out MRCI calculations in 2B1 symmetry. The results
are shown in Fig. 3. By examining a series of discretized OH∗

states, we were able to extract the diabatic resonance curve of in-
terest (red solid line in Fig. 3). We note that the autoionizing 2Π

state is flat for O – H distances greater than 6 bohr and parallels
the OH+(23Σ−) state to which it can autoionize.

It is noteworthy that the present case, in which autoioniza-
tion is observed in conjunction with O+ production, contrasts
sharply with what we previously reported in Sann et al.5. In that
earlier study, photon absorption near the H2O2+ threshold was
found to result in indirect double ionization, where molecular au-
toionization from OH∗ generated the reaction products of water,
OH++ H++ eP+ eA. The parent ions of these OH* autoionizing
resonances previously observed in the two-body breakup were
bound excited singlet states of OH+, leading to a much broader
energy distribution EeA of the autoionized electron eA than in the
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present case. For the three-body breakup discussed here, our cal-
culations show a very low probability for molecular autoioniza-
tion. The only possible OH+ parents of the autoionizing OH∗

fragment are strictly repulsive, and, therefore any OH∗ transient
dissociates quickly to O∗+ H reaching the flat section of the po-
tential curve quickly. In this region on the potential energy land-
scape the transient fragment already stretched beyond a molecu-
lar bond, and consequently the autoionization is taking place in
an isolated O∗ atom.

This finding is supported from the experimental side. We did
not detect any noticeable contribution from autoionization after
PDI of D2O2+ at 61 eV for the D++ D++ O three-body fragmenta-
tion via sequential OD++ D+ dissociation22. The measured elec-
tron energy sharing is mostly flat, shown as the purple line in
Fig. 1(b), in contrast to the one shown as the black line, which
depicts the electron energy sharing of the D++ O++ D three-body
breakup we report here. We can, hence, exclude molecular au-
toionization of OD∗ from consideration as an alternative sequen-
tial dissociation pathway of the super-excited D2O+∗ monocation
into OD∗+ D+ with subsequent breakup of OD∗ into O+ D+, fol-
lowed by a possible spin-orbit coupling to O++ D.

For completeness, we mention the option for H2O+∗ to disso-
ciate into OH+∗+ H, which then could possibly generate the de-
tected reaction products O++ H++ H. PESs for this scenario are
not yet available. However, ab initio calculations exploring even
large geometry changes of the molecule found no OH+∗ or OH2+

states in or near the Franck-Condon region that are non-repulsive
or would support an autoionization process. The sequential dis-
sociation scenario to OH+∗+ H as an intermediate is, hence, also
removed from consideration.

3.2 Electron & Ion Emission Angles

To further unravel the dissociation dynamics leading to the
D+(1S)+ O∗(2P3s)3P+ D(2S) fragmentation, we investigate the
relative angles between the momenta of the nuclear fragments
in the molecular breakup frame. While integrating over the di-
rection of the polarization vector, this reference frame is defined
by the measured momenta of the three heavy fragments in the
laboratory frame, which establish a plane, since the momenta of
the electrons are small. The motion of this reference frame is ne-
glected when the momentum of the neutral D fragment is evalu-
ated via momentum conservation. Relative azimuthal angles φA,B

between the momenta of the fragments A and B are measured
around the normal of this plane [via arctan(A/B)]. As discussed
in Sec. 3.1.2, two possibilities for producing the same charged
and neutral fragments in different dissociation sequences can be
considered here (DI denotes the firstly emitted D-fragment, while
DII represents the second emitted D-fragment):

hν + D2O −→ D2O+∗ + e− −→

(I): D+ + D + O∗ −→ D+ + D + O+ + e−

(II): OD∗ + D+
I −→ DII + O∗ + D+

I −→ DII + O+ + D+
I + e−
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Fig. 4 Measured DII+O++D+
I autoionization yield (arb. units) as a

function of the relative angle in the molecular frame, φA,B (see text),
between fragment pairs D+ and O+ (black), D+ and D (red), and O+

and D (blue). All error bars represent one standard deviation in the
statistical uncertainty.

The distribution of the relative dissociation angle φD+,D be-
tween the D+ ion and neutral D fragment for the direct three-
body fragmentation (scenario I) is expected to be narrow due to
the PESs, as seen in Ref.4, with a width slightly larger than the
relative angular resolution of φD+,D. The measured angle φD+,D,
shown in Fig. 4 (red line), peaks around 108◦. This peak value
is very close to the bond-angle of the neutral water molecule of
104.5◦. As pointed out in Sec. 3.1.2, we expect a rise in the HOH
angle during the dissociation, which may explain the small in-
crease in the peak value to 108◦ we observe experimentally. How-
ever, the distribution in Fig. 4 (red line) is notably wider than the
resolution of the relative angle φD+,D. The latter is estimated to be
around 23◦ for this fragment pair. We do not expect such a broad
angular distribution between the charged and neutral fragments
for a fast direct three-body breakup. This leads us to suspect that
scenario I is not the only contributor to our data.

In the sequential breakup scenario (II), the near back-to-back
emission of the two ionic fragments O+ and D+

I (black line in
Fig. 4) is plausibly grounded in the first breakup step on the
PES, where the ODII

∗ fragment receives considerable momentum
opposite to the D+

I ion. This emission pattern is slightly ampli-
fied when the oxygen atom autoionizes and produces an O+ ion,
which interacts with the repulsive Coulomb potential of the far
away D+

I fragment. Any rotation of the ODII
∗ intermediate will

mainly affect the emission angle of the neutral DII fragment with
respect to the ODII

∗ – D+
I fragmentation axis. This is reflected in

the broad relative angular distributions of the D+
I – DII (red) and

O+ – DII (blue) fragment pairs, as seen in Fig. 4.
We find additional evidence that the sequential dissociation

scenario (II) is taking place by employing the native frame analy-
sis6,7. In the native frame analysis we suppose that the fragmen-
tation proceeds sequentially in two breakup steps: the first step
is the breakup of D2O+∗ into ODII

∗+ D+
I and the second step is

the breakup of ODII
∗ into O∗+ DII . While calculating the momen-
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I autoionization yield (arb. units) as a

function of the angle, θODII ,DI , between the conjugate momenta of the
first and second dissociation steps in scenario II evaluated using the native
frame analysis (black line). Monte Carlo simulation of scenario II (red
line). All error bars represent one standard deviation in the statistical
uncertainty.

tum vectors of the fragments of the two breakup steps in Jacobi
coordinates, we are able to analyze the dissociation angles of the
assumed first breakup step and the final breakup step.

The measured angular distribution θODII ,DI between the conju-
gate momenta of the first and second breakup steps in the na-
tive frames, shown in Fig. 5 (black line), is far from the expected
isotropic emission pattern. However, the measurement of the rel-
ative angle θODII ,DI is compromised by the poor momentum res-
olution of the deduced neutral D fragment in our experiment.
In order to determine the impact of the poor momentum resolu-
tion on the measured θODII ,DI angular distribution, we performed
a Monte Carlo simulation on the two-body sequential fragmen-
tation (scenario II). We first deduced the momenta of the three
fragments upon dissociation from the measured KER associated
with each step of the sequential breakup. We then sample θODII ,DI

randomly over the whole angular range, assuming the intermedi-
ate rotates longer than its rotational period in the fragmentation
plane. The geometry of the spectrometer, the size of the interac-
tion region, and the electric field applied to extract the fragments
all the way to the detector have been implemented in the simu-
lation. The spatial extent of the interaction region was simulated
by generating randomly the initial position of single heavy wa-
ter molecules, using a three-dimensional Gaussian distribution of
FWHM(x, y, z) = (1.5, 1.9, 0.6) mm, corresponding to the over-
lap between the photon beam and the D2O gas jet. The TOF and
the POI of each simulated ion-pair on the detector were finally
convoluted with the detector response function (POI and TOF res-
olution of, respectively, 0.25 mm and 0.5 ns) and recorded. The
last step consisted of analyzing the simulated data using the same
event sorting and filtering procedures as well as coordinate trans-
formations that were used in analyzing the experimental data,
including the native frame analysis.

The relative angle between the breakup axes of scenario II is

sensitive to the measured momenta and assigned KERs of the de-
tected fragments in the respective dissociation steps. The sim-
ulation of that angle shows that the modeled θODII ,DI , which is
presented in Fig. 5 (red line), deviates from an ideal flat distribu-
tion, visualizing the effects of the experimental resolution. How-
ever, while the minima at 0◦ and 180◦ are well reproduced, the
simulated spectrum does not fully explain the shape of the mea-
sured angular distribution (black line), which exhibits a peak at
90◦. This finding leads us to conclude that both, direct three-body
fragmentation (scenario I) and two-body sequential fragmenta-
tion (scenario II) are contributing to the autoionization process.
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Fig. 6 Measured DII+O++D+
I autoionization yield (arb. units) as a

function of the relative angle in the molecular frame (a) between the
fragment pairs D+ and D (black) and (b) between the fragment pairs
O+ and D (black). Monte Carlo simulation of fragmentation scenario I
(direct: blue line), II (sequential: red line), and the fitted weighted sum
(see text) of both scenarios (green line). All error bars represent one
standard deviation in the statistical uncertainty.

In order to determine the contributions from each of the two
fragmentation scenarios I and II to the measured distributions, we
performed a similar simulation for the direct three-body fragmen-
tation (scenario I). We first computed the momenta of the three
fragments upon dissociation, using the measured kinetic energy
associated with each fragment. The relative angle between D+
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and D was fixed at the bond-angle of the neutral water molecule
of 104.5◦. Similar to the simulation of scenario II, the spatial
extent of the interaction region as well as the POI and TOF reso-
lution of the detector for the two ions were included in the model-
ing. To determine the branching ratio of scenario I and scenario II,
we used the relative angle between the momenta of the fragments
D+ and D, as shown in Fig. 6(a). The simulation for scenario I
(blue line) shows a maximum at around 104.5◦ with a standard
deviation of 23◦ related to the poor resolution of the neutral D
fragment. The simulation for scenario II (red line) spans a wide
range of angles due to the assumption that ODII

∗ rotated longer
than the rotational period of the intermediate fragment ion be-
tween the two steps. Similar to the discussion of φD+,O+ in Fig 4
above, the peak in φD+,D around 150◦ for scenario II is due to
the momentum of the neutral DII fragment being governed by
the back-to-back emission of the two strongly repelling fragments
in the first step, i.e., the ODII

∗+ D+
I breakup of the super-excited

D2O+∗ cation. The fit (green line) of the experimental data, con-
sisting of the sum contribution of the simulation of scenario I
(blue line) and scenario II (red line), shows a good agreement
with the measured data. From the fit we obtained a branching
ratio of 28% ± 4% for scenario I and 72% ± 5% for scenario
II. The agreement of the simulation with the measurement is the
same when comparing the relative angles between the other frag-
ments, e.g., O+ and D, as shown in Fig. 6(b).

For completeness we state the asymmetry of the emission pat-
terns of the heavy fragments in the laboratory frame, i.e., with re-
spect to the linear polarization axis of the incoming light for both
cases, direct and sequential fragmentation. The ionic fragments
O+ and D+ exhibit rather isotropic angular distributions with
asymmetry parameters of β (O+) = -0.2 ± 0.03 and β (D+) = -
0.08 ± 0.03, respectively. On the other hand, the neutral D
fragment is emitted preferentially along the perpendicular direc-
tion to the polarization vector with an asymmetry parameter of
β (D) = -0.76 ± 0.04.

Figure 7 shows the angular distribution of the emitted pho-
toelectron with respect to the polarization axis of the incoming
light. The emission pattern resembles a spherical harmonic with
d- or f-wave (m = [0, 1]) character. This reflects the photoioniza-
tion of innershell orbitals as opposed to the emission from valence
orbitals in the direct PDI of water at the same photon energy re-
sulting in the D++ O++ D fragmentation, which yields a rather
isotropic photoelectron angular distribution (not shown here).
The details of the distribution are guided by the simultaneous 1A1

photoionization and 1b1 to 4a1 excitation of the D2O+∗ monoca-
tion. To maintain overall (photoelectron plus ion) 1B1 symmetry,
the photoelectron emission from an O(2s) orbital is, hence, ex-
pected to mainly exhibit s-wave character. The observed higher
angular momentum contributions are likely attributable to scat-
tering of the outgoing electrons at the hydrogen atoms.

The emission pattern of the autoionized electron with energies
between 0 and 1.1 eV was found to be isotropic with respect to the
polarization vector as well as to any of the O – D axes for all KERs
(not shown here). The latter is in contrast to our previous PDI
measurements on water at 41 eV in Sann et al.5, which investi-
gated autoionization leading to the OH++ H+ two-body breakup

and found a strong asymmetric electron emission pattern in the
OH∗ – H+ frame, which was due to Rutherford scattering between
the autoionized electron and the proton, resulting in an apprecia-
ble flux of the autoionized electrons towards the H+ ion. This is
apparently not the case in the PDI experiment at 61 eV presented
here.

The energy distribution of the autoionized electron, depicted in
Fig. 1(c), is notably sharp and points to only the super-excited 2B1

ionic state of water being populated rather than a mix of states,
as seen in the broader electron energy distribution in the PDI at
41 eV (compare to Fig. 2 in Sann et al.5), which contained sev-
eral resonances with lifetimes ranging from a few picoseconds
down to 50 femtoseconds. Consequently, the autoionization of
the super-excited 2B1 ionic state appears to have a larger lifetime
than the extracted autoionization decay time of around 2 ps in
Sann et al.5. In order to yield an isotropic angular distribution
for the autoionized electron in the molecular frame, i.e., show
negligible influence of Rutherford scattering on the deuteron, the
decay at either ODII

∗ – D+
I (sequential dissociation) or O∗ – D+

(direct fragmentation) distances must take place at values greater
than 2000 bohr. E.g., extending the classical scattering simu-
lations from Sann et al.5 [see details and Fig. 4(c) in Ref.5] to
higher O∗ – D+ distances shows that the electron flux towards the
D+ fragment, which results in an anisotropic angular distribution,
drops below 1% for R = 2300 bohr already for electron energies
as low as 0.05 eV (see Fig. 8). For an average KER of around
4.5 eV, the minimal distance of 2000 bohr corresponds to a mini-
mal time delay of ≈ 4.7 ps between the emission of the photoelec-
tron eP and the autoionized electron eA for the direct three-body
breakup (scenario I) in which the O+ has 0.46 eV, D+ has 3.65 eV,
and D has 0.36 eV of kinetic energy on average. For the sequential
dissociation (scenario II), in which 4.1 eV was released between
the OD∗ and the D+ fragments and 0.4 eV was released between
the O∗ and D fragments, we deduce a minimal lifetime of 4.8 ps.
This is ≈ 5 times shorter than the calculated O∗(3P) lifetime of
around 25 ps in Sec. 3.1.2.
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4 Conclusions
In summary, by applying reaction microscopy we were able
to identify and isolate the D++ O++ D dissociation channel of
deuterated water after single-photon double ionization using
61 eV synchrotron light pulses. This breakup is extremely rare
(0.7% of all PDI events). Around 77% of these scarce events
where produced via direct photo-double ionization. About 23%
stem from autoionization in which the 2B1 super-excited D2O+∗

monocation state, around 4 eV above the double ionization
threshold of D2O, is populated and a 0.5 eV autoionized electron
is emitted. This super-excited D2O+∗ monocation state lies 5.6 eV
above the D2O2+ dication at equilibrium geometry of the wa-
ter molecule and correlates with the three-body D++ O∗(3P)+ H
dissociation limit. Our calculations indicate that the 2B1 super-
excited water monocation state is generated by removing an in-
ner valence 2a1 O(2s) electron and simultaneously exciting an
electron from the 1b1 to the 4a1 orbital.

In the majority of the autoionization events (72%) the
super-excited deuterated water monocation first dissociates into
ODII

∗+ D+
I and subsequently to DII+ O∗(2P3s)3P+ D+

I , fol-
lowed by the atomic autoionization of O∗(2P3s)3P, which fi-
nally produces the detected DII(2S)+ O+(4S)+ D+

I (
1S) three-

body breakup. A smaller fraction of events (28%) fragment di-
rectly into the three-body channel D+ D++ O∗, followed by the
autoionization of the atomic oxygen.

On the experimental side we found that the minimal internu-
clear distance for autoionization of the isotropically emitted O∗

fragment to set in is ≥ 2000 bohr, corresponding to an estimated
time delay of at least 5 ps between the photoionization and the
atomic decay. Theory predicts an even longer time delay of ca.
25 ps for a 0.6 eV autoionized electron to be emitted isotropically

from the decaying atomic O∗ fragment. By all means, the cre-
ation of the super-excited radical D2O+∗ cation, which dissociates
promptly into three fragments either directly or sequentially, re-
sults in a long-lived O∗(3P) fragment that can act as a destructive
carrier, traveling long distances before it releases its low-energy
electron that can attach to neighboring molecules in the environ-
ment and initiate secondary reactions such as breakup of DNA
strands – a key radiation damage mechanism.
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